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We show that for fixed )., there exist only finitely many 2-(v, k, 2) designs admitting a 
flag-transitive automorphism group which is not primitive on points, and exhibit some examples 
of such designs. 
Let fl~ be a 2-(v, k, ;~) design, G a flag-transitive auromorphism group and 
suppose that G acts imprimitively on the points of ~, say G has a system of s sets 
of imprimitivity each of size t. 
Since G is flag-transitive, ach non-trivial subdegree is congruent to 0 modulo 
r/(r, Z). To see this let F=/: {or} be a G,-orbit. Let Bier and set/, = IFN B[;/~ is 
independent of the choice of B, since G is flag-transitive. Now count flags (B, y) 
where BI~ and y e F in two ways to get 
and so 
/zr = IrlX 
r 
(r, g) [Irl. 
Thus since the set of imprimitivity containing o¢ is an union of G~,-orbits, we have 
t= l (modr/(r, ~.)), 
say 
But 
whence 
r 
t = ~ ' ( -~+ 1. 
r 
r (k 1)+l=v s t=sz  +s 
s-~ 1 (modr/(r, ~)), 
say 
r 
S = o ( -~+ 1. 
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Thus 
and so 
r r 2 r 
~(k -  1 )+ 1= aZ (r, 2)2 + (a + 3) (-~---, 2) + 1 
r2 2 
k - 1 = az (r,).)2 + (a + 3) )2---- ~ . ( r ,  (1) 
For G to act flag-transitively and imprimitively, we must have a solution of (1) 
with aT ~ 0. (This remark, together with Fisher's inequality now makes it dear, 
el. [3, p. 79], that each of the conditions on the parameters of fl~ (r, 4) = 1 in 
particular 2 = 1, 2 > (r, 4) 2, or r > (r, 2)(k - 3) in particular > 2(k - 3), implies 
that flag-transitivity forces primitivity.) 
Now fix 2. From (1) 
r2 a3 
r > k - l>a3  (r, 2)-l-----~>--~ r 
so 2 > a3. 
Thus there are only finitely many possibilities for a, 3. Evidently there is only a 
finite number of possibilities for (r, 4). So fix a, 3 and (r, 4). 
Then solving (1) for r, we get r as a rational polynomial in k, with non-zero 
constant term. Similarly v = r (k -  1)/2 + 1 is a rational polynomial in k with 
non-zero constant erm. Thus bk = vr is a rational polynomial in k with non-zero 
constant term. Clearing the denominators of the coefficients we get 
vbk = P(k),  
where P is an integral polynomial with non-zero constant erm Po. Hence k I Po 
and so k is bounded. 
We have proved 
Theorem. For fixed 2, there are only finitely many 2-(v, k, 2) designs with a 
flag-transitive automorphism group which is not primitive on points. 
For small values of 2 we get the following possibilities for (v, k, 4) 
2=2:  
2=3:  
2=4:  
(16, 6,2), (100,12,2), (484,24,2); 
(16, 6, 3), (45, 12, 3), (49, 9, 3), (100, 12, 3), (120, 18, 3), (256, 18, 3), 
(561, 36, 3), (1156, 36, 3); 
k 1480, and v ~<2116; the first two parameter sets are (15, 8, 4) and 
(16,6,4) 
There are just three (16, 6, 2) designs. The one called ~7 in [1] can be realized 
as the development of the difference set {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 2), (1, 5), (1, 6)) 
in 7/2 × 7/8. Aut ~ has order 16.48 and the stabilizer of a block acts on the points 
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of the block as the group of isometries of a cube on the faces of a cube. Thus 
Aut ~ is flag-transitive. If Aut ~7 were primitive, then since 7/2 x 7/s is a B-group 
[4, Theorem 25.5] Aut ~7 would be doubly transitive; but this cannot be since 
15 * 16.48. Thus Aut ~ acts imprimitively. 
The normalizer N of Aut ~7 in the symmetric group on 16 letters has order 
1536 and one can check that the image of ~7 under N is a 2-(16, 6, 4) design on 
which N acts flag-transitively but imprimitively. 
One can get an infinite family of such designs from the point-hyperplane d sign 
of (odd-dimensional projective spaces over GF(2). Here, according to [2], 
PFL(½(n + 1), 4) acts imprimitively and antiflag transitively on the projective 
space, and hence flag-transitively and imprimitively on the complementary 
design. 
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